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Oncology
Beyond COVID-19
► W E N DY D I L L E R

Cancer care’s unique dynamics during the
COVID-19 pandemic have affected medical
device and diagnostics companies in multiple
ways. A decline in routine screening has hurt
follow-up care, but some innovative devices
that treat the most aggressive cancers are
booming. We look at the pandemic’s impact
on Novocure and Veracyte.

C

ancer care is not elective, but even it has been impacted by the COVID-19
lockdown, particularly by reduced demand for diagnostic and screening workups
that are necessary precursors of treatment and, also, by restricted access to
hospitals. Hoped-for efforts to catch up are anticipated for later this year as society
reopens but will not completely offset the absolute losses in procedure volume. Delays
in initiation into therapy and clinical trial enrollment are likely to have long-term health
ramifications—although those may not be apparent for some time.
Meaningful granular data on oncology procedure volume during the COVID-19 crisis
has been hard to come by as of early June. According to a Strata Decision Technology
survey of 228 hospitals in 51 healthcare systems covering 65 million lives, updated May
18, oncology service line inpatient volume declined 39.5% between March 1 and April
11, 2020 versus the same period in 2019. This compares with a 54.5% drop in the number
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of unique patients who sought hospital care during the same period versus a year earlier, and a 54.6%
drop in general surgery volumes. In- and outpatient screenings for all diseases fell 75.2%, while inpatient
diagnostic procedures fell 59.4% (see Figure 1).
For companies in oncology devices, the impact has been mixed, depending on device type and
geographical diversity. Some 60% of respondents to an Advisory Group April 2020 survey found a
marginal increase or no change in radiation oncology patient volumes compared to oncology surgery,
while only 10% saw a marginal increase or no change in patient volumes. The survey was cited by
Christopher Toth, president of Varian Oncology Systems, a subsidiary of Varian Medical Systems
Inc in a May 4 quarterly earnings call.
Varian makes radiation oncology systems and has a small interventional oncology business focused on
embolization. Radiation oncology’s importance increased during the pandemic because “while delays
in elective procedures such as mammograms, prostate cancer screenings, and radiological exams have
slowed new cancer patient treatment states, treatment is not an elective procedure and as such can only
be delayed for a short period of time without significant negative consequences to the patient,” Toth said
on the call. Varian executives observed that some centers pushed back on surgical interventions in favor of
radiation oncology, which in the US is usually an outpatient procedure.
That said, new orders for radiation systems “will be stressed in the second
half of our fiscal year due to lockdowns restricting access to sites and
delaying vault construction, with improvements beginning in the fourth
quarter, assuming no second wave of infections occurs,” he told analysts.
In the Americas, in late March, the company saw a delay of new orders of
approximately $40 million, due to COVID-19. In a business update at a
Goldman Sachs investor conference on June 9, Varian CEO Dow Wilson
noted that since mid-May, some new installations continue to be delayed,
but none have been cancelled. “If they [hospitals] have allocated a capex
acquisition in their budgets, they are staying the course,” he said.
In contrast, decreased access to hospitals during lockdown impacted
interventional treatment, even in cancer. Ablation procedures for earlystage cancer patients was deferred, while advanced-stage cancer patients
have continued local regional treatments, including embolization, Varian
executives said.

Varian Medical’s
Results for Q2, Ending
March 31, 2020
Total revenues were
$794 million, up 2% YOY.
Oncology Systems revenues
were $761 million, up 2%
YOY. Oncology Systems
gross orders rose 1% to
$773 million YOY. Cash and
cash equivalents on hand
as of 3/31/2020 was
$668 million.

Procedures that initiate cancer treatment, screening and diagnostics, in
contrast, were much more severely affected. Hologic Inc. reported that its
breast health and skeletal business, which consists of mammography, biopsy, and auxiliary products and
services, was down 30% at the peak of the crisis in April, while its surgery business was down 90%.
The picture is more complicated, however, because since the economic crisis of 2008-2009, many
companies in the oncology device space including Varian and Hologic—and the broader medtech
world—have seen changes in their mix of revenues away from heavy reliance on device sales to more
dependence on software and services. At Varian, for example, services have gone from 20% to 50%
of revenues, providing insulation from procedure hits as the company moves through the pandemic,
executives say, and Hologic’s mammography business has seen similar diversification. (See sidebar,
“Hologic Sees Stronger than Expected Demand.”)
Boston Scientific Corp., which made a commitment to interventional oncology through its August
2019 acquisition of BTG, says that business has performed better than its legacy businesses during the
crisis. Peripheral interventions, the division in which BTG now sits, saw revenues decline 30% in April,
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but within that, oncology revenues rose, led by a liver cancer
radiotherapy, TheraSphere. These procedures can’t be
postponed, Chair and CEO Michael Mahoney told analysts on
an earnings call on April 29.
MedTech Strategist spoke with top executives of two cancerfocused companies as part of an ongoing series of interviews
on the pandemic’s impact on small-to-mid-sized medical device
companies. Novocure Ltd. and Veracyte Inc make very
different contributions to the cancer care paradigm, but they
overlap in some high-level takeaways around successfully
navigating this unprecedented era.

Building on Long-Term Data
and Consumer Relationships
Novocure expects little if any commercial fallout from COVID19. The company’s markets and stage of growth are in a sweet

spot in terms of its resiliency in thriving through the pandemic.
Its lead product, Optune, is based on a proprietary Tumor
Targeting Field (TTF) platform technology that is FDA-approved
for newly diagnosed and recurring glioblastoma (GBM) and
mesothelioma, among the deadliest and hardest to treat cancers.
Because these cancers are so aggressive, rapid initiation into
treatment is urgent.
The company therefore did not see delays in onboarding new
patients, even in a COVID-19 world where other seemingly
critical interventions, like heart valve repairs were put off. Unlike
less aggressive cancers that are identified via routine screening,
GBM patients are typically diagnosed after they present with
neurological deficits, such as seizures, that require immediate
medical attention.
At the end of the first quarter 2020, more than 3,000 patients
were on active Optune therapy globally, up 18%, and new

Figure 1

Cancer Care Inpatient Trends at US Hospitals, March ― May 4, 2020*
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patient starts were more than 1,400 prescriptions, up 8% year
on year, Executive Chairman William Doyle told analysts on the
company’s first-quarter earnings call on April 30.
Novocure is “unique in the medical world in that it is treating
people with deadly cancers with a portable, non-invasive
therapy that is, no matter how you slice it, not optional,” he said.
Optune emits alternating electrical fields that slow tumor growth
by disrupting cancer cell mitosis. It is designed for at-home use
to be worn up to 24 hours a day, with efficacy increasing the
longer the patient uses it. It has minimal side effects.
Novocure is also well-positioned from a commercial
perspective. Specialized oncologists are familiar with the
technology—Optune has been on the market since 2011, when it
received FDA PMA approval for recurring GBM. The label was
expanded to include newly diagnosed GBM patients in 2015,
and into mesothelioma in mid-2019.
When COVID-19 hit, the company was benefiting from several
years of robust growth. First quarter revenues were up 39%
year-on-year to $102 million, and profitability, while modest,
has been achieved since last year; for the first quarter 2020, it
posted a modest $4 million net profits.
Moreover, Novocure was sitting on $331 million in cash, cash
equivalents and short-term investments as of the end of March,
thanks to aggressive financing and the lingering benefits of a
$164 million 2015 IPO. Given the healthy finances, it plans
to increase headcount “significantly” beyond the 850 current
employees by year end, despite COVID-19, Doyle tells
MedTech Strategist.
A solid body of clinical data has helped Novocure win
Medicare and commercial insurance covering 500 million
lives globally. Even in March, in the midst of the pandemic, the
German Federal Joint Committee, or G-BA, announced initiation
of national reimbursement for Optune in newly diagnosed GBM,
an important milestone in the company’s global expansion.

Transitioning a High-Touch DTC Model
to Virtual Care
That said, when the lockdown started, the company adjusted its
operating strategies for interacting with providers and consumers
and, like its peers, accelerated deployment of digital and remote
monitoring tools to engage in both commercial settings and
clinical trials.
Moving to virtual operations was a small step in part because
the C-Suite is already spread out through the US, Japan,
and Israel, where TTF was originally developed, says Doyle,

explaining that executive hiring is based on based on talent,
rather than location. The lower ranks of the organization had
to adjust to virtual operations with the exception of staff at the
company’s operations centers, who were kept on site.
Novocure gave healthcare providers resources to provide
live or virtual support to patients and instituted changes in the
way its customer support staff interacted with patients. It is also
seeking to speed regulatory approval, for example, of a remote
data capture technology,
MyLink, which reduces the
need for the company’s
Boston Scientific
in-person visits to patients
Q1 2020 Results
and will enable automated
collection of information
Revenues $2.5 billion,
that could be useful for
up 2% YOY;
clinical trials, product
Cardiovascular
(segment
development, and also
containing
peripheral
marketing.
interventions, which
includes BTG acquisition)
Onboarding patients has
reported $1 billion
been less straightforward.
revenues,
up 5.5% YOY,
Unlike many device
including
peripheral
companies, Novocure has
interventions of $392
incorporated a high-touch
million,
up 26.3% YOY.
direct-to-patient strategy
into its commercial model.
Until COVID-19, that meant
a customer engagement
team was responsible for visiting patients at home regularly to
initiate treatment and monitor follow-up care. The home visits
allow reps to check on patient compliance and also strengthen
company-patient bonds.
During COVID-19, patients have been able to choose
between live or virtual starts, but getting newly diagnosed
patients to accept virtual onboarding has been a challenge,
Doyle says. Those who agree to it receive necessary devices
in a starter suitcase that is shipped to them and includes a
supply of arrays and an electric razor to shave their heads.
The hardest step is positioning of the arrays on the head, but a
Novocure support team can guide them and their caregivers
remotely via computer.
“Is [the virtual setup] as good as an in-person visit? Clearly
not, but we can confirm they are setting up the equipment
properly and start patients effectively,” Doyle continues, adding,
whether virtual connections weaken the company’s strong ties
to its patients remains to be seen, but “connecting with patients
directly is a cornerstone of our business model and mission,” and
has served the company well during COVID-19.
JU NE 22, 20 20 | 13
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So far, compliance, measured by remote monitoring, is
stable—a key metric because studies show the device efficacy
improves the more patients wear it. The remote monitoring also
enables the company to detect problems quickly. (See sidebar,
“The Challenge of Clinical Trials During COVID-19.”)

Veracyte Looks Ahead
For Veracyte CEO Bonnie Anderson, the SARs-CoV-2 pandemic
brings back recollections of the beginning of the AIDS epidemic
in the 1980s, when the disease was little understood and 100%
fatal. Veracyte makes a portfolio of proprietary ‘classifier’ tests

Hologic Sees Stronger than Expected Demand
With more than 75% of the current
quarter complete, some companies are
revising their outlook for 2020 to be
more favorable than they were on their
last quarterly earnings calls, when the
nation was in the midst of a lockdown
and no one knew how COVID-19
would play out.
At the time of the second quarter
earnings call on April 29, Hologic
was “hunkering down,” furloughing
employees and conserving cash, Chair,
President and CEO Steve MacMillan
told analysts at a Goldman Sachs
investor conference on June 9. Now,
the base business is recovering.
The company is somewhat exceptional
among device businesses because so
much of its success this year is driven
by sales of its COVID-19 tests. Its
diagnostics subsidiary was among
the first to receive FDA EUA for a
molecular test for SARS-CoV-2, and
in May it received another EUA for a
molecular SARS-CoV-2 test based on
a different technology. Both tests run
on different versions of the company’s
high-throughput Panther automated
laboratory system, which has seen orders
skyrocket since March.
This is a “massive strategic opportunity”
because the Panther has been the market
leader in high-throughput sexually
transmitted disease testing for years
but faces formidable competition in
efforts to branch out into other areas of
14 | MyStrategist.com/MedTech-Strategist
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Hologic Key Results
Q2 2020
Revenues of $756.1 million,
down 7.6% (due to Cynosure
divestiture); Organic revenue
growth up 0.5%; Breast Health
(imaging and interventional
solutions) $307.8 million,
down 4.3% YOY; Diagnostics
revenues $319.2 million, up
7.6% YOY.

diagnostics, MacMillan told investors
at the Goldman Sachs meeting.
Once Panther systems are placed in
laboratories, they are likely to use it for
other tests as COVID-19 testing plateaus
or subsides, he added.
“Hospital systems, governments, and
payors are thinking about Hologic in
a very different way and giving great
feedback on our diagnostic tests,”
transforming how the company views its
prospects for the quarter and the year,
he said. Even as the company produces
up to one million tests per week, it can’t
meet demand.
Hologic’s breast and skeletal health
businesses have performed in line with
expectations, while the surgical unit is
recovering faster than the company
originally forecast. Down 85% or more in
April year on year, volume is now 65%

to 70% below last year’s at the same
time, MacMillan said.
That said, most of the company’s businesses
are coming back, albeit at a different
pace, with a big question about patients’
willingness to come into physicians’ offices
playing out favorably. “Doctors are dying
to get back to work and hospitals need
the inflow because of their financial hit.
People who are experiencing symptoms
want to get checked out. When we exit
the quarter, we will be nowhere near
down 70%,” he continued.
In an 8-K filed with the SEC on June
8, the evening before MacMillan’s
appearance at Goldman Sachs, Hologic
formally updated its financial outlook
in the wake of better than expected
news around the COVID-19 impact. The
company now forecasts the following,
according to the 8-K filing:
• Diagnostics revenue to grow
20-25%, driven by higher than
expected revenue from COVID-19
tests.
• Breast and Skeletal Health
revenue to decline 30-35%, in line
with expectations.
• Surgical revenue to decline
65-70%, lower than forecast.
The scope and duration of the COVID-19
pandemic remain highly uncertain, and
the company therefore cannot quantify
the longer-term financial effects, the
statement said.
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that resolve diagnostic gray areas arising from initial workups,
with the goal of avoiding unnecessary treatment. Four of the five
clinical indications it targets are in oncology and the fifth is in
interstitial lung disease.
When the AIDS crisis emerged in the 1980s, Anderson was
heading the cellular analysis group at Coulter Corp., a privately
held diagnostics company that has since been rolled up over
the years and is now part of Danaher Corp. Coulter was a
pioneer in flow cytometry, which it sold primarily to the research
community. The infusion of funding and talent into research on
HIV/AIDS fueled the transition of flow cytometry into routine
clinical care, she says.

Some of the first clues about the cause of that disease were
provided by state-of-the-art flow cytometers that could
characterize individual cells in low volumes at high speeds.
Advances in multiple fields—fluid dynamics, laser detecting
photodiodes, high-speed computers, and fluorescent antibody
detection—drove Coulter and its chief rival, BD, to rush their
flow cytometry research tools into the clinical mainstream,
Anderson recalls.
Those technologies are still evolving to address a new class of
oncology therapies. Similarly, the resources and talent now being
poured into COVID-19 diagnostics and therapies is creating
enormous innovation, along with failures, she says referring to the

The Challenge of Clinical Trials During COVID-19
COVID-19’s more significant challenge
for Novocure has been keeping its clinical
trials on track. Because cancer cells in
almost all solid tumors undergo the same
or similar mitosis, the company has a
robust R&D program and is exploring TTF’s
potential in multiple solid-tumor cancers.
It currently has underway four late-stage
studies of Optune in pancreatic, nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC), brain
metastases, and ovarian cancers and pilot
studies to expand Optune indications in
liver and gastric cancers.
While clinical research at most healthcare
systems paused for much of this spring,
with a fallout that has yet to be calculated,
cancer trials have been an exception.
They are continuing, although enrollees
may not have access to shifts in care
that would normally become available
should their needs change. The biggest
impact has been a slower rate of patient
recruitment, due to limited availability of
new trial sites and distracted providers. In
response, the company has been refining
its clinical trials practices to maintain
momentum, implementing virtual site
initiation visits and remote monitoring

capabilities, Executive Chair William
Doyle told analysts on the first-quarter
earnings call.

patient recruitment, which is a function
of the plethora of large number of new
treatments in development.

In late April, Novocure announced delays
of at least six months to a year in three of
its four late-stage trials. Surprisingly, the
fourth late-stage trial, INNOVATE-3 for
late-stage ovarian cancer, is enrolling
patients ahead of schedule, for reasons
that Doyle admits are not entirely clear,
except that the initial projections were
possibly inaccurate. Completion for
INNOVATE-3 is now 2023, a year earlier
than initially slated with enrollment driven
interim analysis in 2021. And plans are
proceeding to start a trial later this year to
evaluate the use of Optune after radiation
for GBM versus its use in combination
with chemotherapy.

LUNAR is designed to adjust to rapidly
evolving protocols for treatment of lung
cancer and has two arms, one with the
chemotherapy docetaxel and another
with PD-1 immunotherapy inhibitors.

Data from the LUNAR and PANOVA-3
trials in NSCLC and pancreatic
cancer, respectively, are now slated
to be available in 2023, with planned
enrollment-driven analyses in 2021.
LUNAR, in particular, is delayed by the
need to open additional sites to meet
enrollment goals, a hurdle compounded
by the competition nature of lung cancer

A fourth trial, METIS, for brain metastasis
from NSCLC, is projected to release
final data in 2022, based on current
enrollment activity.
Also on track is Novocure’s expansion
in China, where its partner, Zai Lab
received Chinese regulatory approval
for Optune’s use in GBM in May 2020.
China represents one of the largest patient
populations in world benefiting from
Optune and other novel cancer treatments.
It is also a source of components for
Optune. Novocure’s interest in China
is one reason COVID-19 has been on
Doyle’s radar since early January—he had
visited Zai Lab and suppliers in December
2019. Even so, he and other members of
the management team hardly foresaw the
global impact of the infection until it hit Italy
in mid-February.
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current chaos surrounding testing. “It’s exactly what we are seeing
now, and now, like then, not everything works,” she adds.
It is a world that Veracyte is familiar with. While it is not working
on COVID-19, it is at the cutting edge of rapidly changing
paradigms around cancer care. Screening tests for cancer
that are positive or indeterminate routinely lead to biopsies
that clarify whether patients should proceed to surgery and/
or medication management. Veracyte’s genomic classifiers
definitively determine whether nodules are benign and therefore
patients do not need biopsies. Given that most biopsies yield
negative results, this is an important cost and mental health
benefit for patients and the healthcare system. (See “Bucking the
Odds: Veracyte’s Route to Building a Sustainable Genomics Dx
Business,” MedTech Strategist, August 31, 2017.)
Veracyte’s tests address life-threatening diseases that make it
theoretically essential and thus less vulnerable to COVID-19
lockdown challenges.
The company was in a strong financial position when the
COVID-19 crisis hit. The commercial business had a solid
track record of growth, driven by the strong clinical and costeffectiveness data supporting its tests. Sales in 2019 were $120
million, with a five-year CAGR of 26%, driven largely by its
first commercial test, Afirma, for differentiating benign from
cancerous thyroid nodules.

Nevertheless, its new test volumes dropped 50% in the first two
weeks of April, a period when initial internal projections were
for a 20% annual growth. Revenues for the first quarter ended
March 30 were up only 5% to $31.1 million—far below its
recent growth trends.
That’s partly because the referral patterns for generating the
tests shifted abruptly. Patients rarely visit doctors initially to
get advanced genomic testing. Instead, they go for routine
screenings, or sometimes diagnostic workups that occur
following presentation of suspicious symptoms or incidental
detection of nodules when patients undergo imaging exams for
unrelated surgeries.
Screening volumes have declined significantly during the
COVID-19 lockdown, however, squeezing downstream patient
volumes. These are unlikely, moreover, to return to normal levels
when doctors’ offices reopen because asymptomatic, average
risk patients still may hesitate to get non-urgent care—creating a
near-term cash flow challenge.
Anderson projects a prolonged “U-shaped” recovery for
the economy overall, with an unpredictable width at the
trough—a pattern that will affect Veracyte. As a result, the
company is preserving resources and cutting $20 million to
$25 million in spending over the next few quarters, through
travel bans, working from remote offices, temporary furloughs of

Figure 2

Veracyte’s Pandemic Business-Recovery Framework
Scenario 1 – “V”

Scenario 2 – “U”

Scenario 3

Business at
“normal” level

Q3/Q4 2020

Q1/Q2 2021

>Q2 2021

Priorities

Maintenance plan

Cash preservation
Flexibility

Business and P&L realignment

Response

Temporary hiring freeze
Reduce non-essential travel
and spend
Maintain R&D investments

Temporary furlough
Hiring freeze
Reduce spend
Exec/board/vendor contributions
Maintain R&D investments

Headcount RIF
Reduced spend
Pipeline delay

Strategic business
focus

Virtual customer engagement
Biopharma collaborations
• Near-term revenue
• Long-term growth
• Business diversity

Biopharma collaborations
• Near-term revenue
• Long-term growth
• Business diversity
• Strategic leverage in pipeline
development

Longer-term growth aligned to
new
customer interfaces
Investments prioritized for growth

Best-case business
resumption

Accelerate re-adoption for
revenue growth

Reinstate furloughed employees
Core product re-acceleration

“New normal” in running business

Source: Veracyte
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indeterminate length of about 60 employees, and hiring freezes,
as well as up to 25% salary cuts for top executives. Under this
scenario, it anticipates a return to pre-COVID-19 growth in the
first half of 2021 (see Figure 2).
With meeting and travel activities reduced, digital connections are
more important. The slowdown in medical procedures has been
an opportunity to offer multi-media digital education programs to
providers, patients, and employees. The goal is to get important
information about advances in the field in front of physicians and
patients while they have time to listen, says Anderson.
These have been particularly useful for educating providers on
the role of classifier tests, given that they are a new category that
the medical community has limited knowledge of. Healthcare
system policies regarding sales rep access to physicians during
COVID-19 have been variable and going forward are likely to
be more restrictive than in the past. The kind of tests Veracyte
makes “don’t sell themselves,” so Veracyte reps are crucial for
communicating with doctors, Anderson says.
Meanwhile, the company is forging ahead with a robust R&D
platform, business development and plans for global expansion.
Its CLIA laboratory in California conducts all testing
in the US through a consolidated LDT model, which
Anderson believes is best suited to introducing innovative
genomic testing to mainstream clinical practice because of the
lengthy time required to gain reimbursement.
Global expansion plans were nascent before the pandemic. The
December 2019 acquisition of exclusive rights to NanoString
Technologies Inc.’s diagnostics instrument platform, the
nCounter FLEX Analysis System has been transformative,
Anderson says.
One test site for the entire globe will not work as the
company expands overseas, due to logistics, constrained
time to turnaround, and the varying regulatory requirements
of different countries, Anderson says. nCounters that run
both NanoString’s and Veracyte’s tests can be placed on a
distributed basis in overseas laboratories, reducing geographic
logistics hurdles, speeding time to results, and increasing
margins. The plan is on track to launch the first overseas test,
the Envisia Classifier for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis IPF), on
the nCounter in 2021.
R&D activities continued during the lockdown, including
development of a nasal swab test for early lung cancer
detection and a test for detection of gene alterations to inform
treatment decisions in lung cancer at the time of diagnosis. It
also is developing a lymphoma subtyping test, which Veracyte
acquired through the NanoString transaction.
Subscriptions, advertising, reprints, web posting, and distribution licenses are available.
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Cancer screening volumes declined
significantly during the COVID-19
lockdown, squeezing downstream
volume for companies like Veracyte.
These are unlikely, moreover, to
return immediately when doctors’
offices reopen because averagerisk patients still may hesitate to
get non-urgent care.
In addition, to integrating the NanoString diagnostics business,
the company is also managing several high-profile collaborations
with pharmaceutical companies, including Johnson & Johnson
and AstraZeneca PLC’s hematology R&D division, Acerta
Pharma. In April, it announced a new research agreement with
Naftali Kaminski , MD, Chief of Pulmonary, Critical Care and
Sleep Medicine at Yale University School of Medicine, and the
university to develop a 52-gene blood-based monitoring tool
for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), as a complement to the
company’s Envisia classifier for early diagnosis of IPF. In May
2020, the company also entered into an exclusive partnership to
launch CareDx Inc.’s transplant tests on the nCounter platform.
Veracyte is also on track with plans to launch new tests in
2021—it had none slated for 2020, Anderson says.
Predicting how the medical world’s rapid transformation to
digital will affect clinical care going forward is impossible, but
some of the virtual marketing and training programs are likely to
become more widespread, as doctors and patients seem to like
it, she continues. Long term, the rapid turnaround time and lower
cost demanded of COVID-19 tests will impact expectations for
other diagnostic testing.
COVID-19 is also setting new expectations for rapid
turnaround of test results across diagnostics. This will be an
important distinction for the company’s global expansion
because the distributed platform enables rapid turnaround
and lower costs.
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